Addendum for Location and Height of Meter Position Commercial Premises
(excluding shop lots)

4.1.2 Commercial Premises (excluding shop lots)

Multi tenanted commercial premises taking bulk supply shall have the meter installed at the metering room of TNB’s substation.

If the multi tenanted commercial premises is taking individual supply to landlord and tenants, the metering arrangement, locations and position shall be in similar to clause 4.1.1, i.e.

i) For multi-tenanted premises up to 5 storeys, all meters shall be grouped at ground floor in a dedicated metering room or steel netting meter cage.

ii) For multi-tenanted premises above 5 storeys, all meters shall be grouped in dedicated metering room or steel netting meter cage at each floor of the tenants metering. There may be more than one group of metering location at each floor.

iii) The individual meter shall be properly and eligibly labeled with permanent metal plate to indicate clearly the meter supplying to respective consumer.

iv) The height from the top of the meter panel shall not exceed 2.1m.

v) In the above requirements, all excess to the dedicated metering room or steel netting meter cage shall be equipped with cam lock for locking facility by TNB.